An Ability In Identifying Fact Of Opinion in English Text (A Study in Second Year Students at SMAN 1 Lebong Utara 2017/2018 Academic Year)


Abstract

This research investigated on reading comprehension means the way to read a text to find out fact and opinion in the English Text. The English Text used in this research is English Text. The research objective were to find out how are students' ability in identifying fact and opinion in English Text of second year student at SMAN 1 Lebong Utara. The type of this study is a descriptive quantitative. Then, population of the research were 156 students, but researcher used 15 of the total population as sampling. So, the sample were 23 students. Next, the instrument was on reading text which on multiple choice format, which it had 10 items, 5 for fact and 5 for opinion. The techniques for data analysis were Standard of Minimum achievement (KKM) and interval of percetage. The result showed that: 1) The students' ability to comprehend the fact in English Text of second year student at SMAN 1 Lebong Utara were following there are 14 students or 60,86% achieving in understanding about the fact material in English Text 9 students or 39,13% were not achieving d. It can be said that the mayorties of students had achieving in understanding fact based on completing based on KKM or standard of minimum achievement.2) The students' ability for identifying opinion in English Text were following 19 students or 62,60 % achieving in understanding about the opinion material in English Text 8 students or 34,78% were not achieving . It can be said that the majority of students had achieving in understanding opinion based on completing based on KKM or standard of minimum achievement.
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